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A 10% difference in the scale for the Hubble parameter constitutes a clear problem for cosmology.
Here, considering angular distribution of type Ia supernovae (SN) within the Pantheon compilation and
working within flat ΛCDM cosmology, we observe a correlation between higher H0 and the CMB dipole
direction, confirming our previous results for strongly lensed quasars [Classical Quantum Gravity 38,
184001 (2021)]. Concretely, we record a ∼1 km=s=Mpc variation in H0 at antipodal points on the sky
within the Pantheon sample, which is evident in the Low z subsample (z ≲ 0.075) and gets enhanced by
higher redshift SN. Our work raises the possibility that we may be at the precision required to probe
anisotropic Hubble expansions, while providing a concrete prediction for future inferences of H0.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Systematics aside (most recently [1,2]), Hubble tension
is a ∼10% discrepancy in the Hubble constant H0 between
an early Universe determination based on the flat ΛCDM
model [3] and late Universe determinations based on the
distance ladder [4,5]. To date, the search for cosmological
solutions has been almost exclusively restricted to the
Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) paradigm
[6]. We recently laid bare the limitations of this approach by
providing a ballpark figure for the maximumH0 achievable
within any FLRW cosmology [7] (see also [8]):

H0 ∼ 71� 1 km=s=Mpc; ð1:1Þ

subject to the proviso that one works within general
relativity [9]. We stress that this maximum H0 can only
be achieved if one allows an alteration of the sound horizon
with new early Universe physics. Evidently, local deter-
minations of H0 ∼ 73 km=s=Mpc can be tolerated within
2σ, provided one ignores the tendency of new early
Universe physics [11–14] to exacerbate σ8 tension [15–22].
Over the last decade, we have witnessed a steady stream

of independent studies ranging from radio galaxies [23–30]
to quasars (QSOs) [31] showing that dipoles associated

with CMB and distribution of large structures do not
match at large redshifts z≳ 1 (even at 4.9σ [31]) (see also

]32,33 ]). Throughout, the claims have been consistent that
the dipole agrees with the CMB dipole in direction, but not
magnitude. Once again, systematics could be at play, but it
is worth noting that the redshift range is well beyond where
peculiar velocities and local bulk flows are relevant [34].
Separately, it has been noted in galaxy cluster scaling
relations [36,37] that H0 may track the CMB dipole.
Moreover, even with Planck CMB data, flat ΛCDM
cosmological parameters exhibit dipoles close to the
CMB dipole [38]. If true, this may point to a misinter-
pretation of the CMB dipole within modern cosmology.
Simply put, observables should not track the CMB dipole
when in CMB frame.
Furthermore, it was recently observed [7] that H0 values

inferred from strongly lensed QSOs within the flat ΛCDM
model [39,40] appeared to be correlated with the CMB
dipole direction. The same observation extends to oCDM
and wCDM models [39]. We illustrate this trend in Fig. 1,
where we plot H0 values against galaxy counts from the
2MRS catalog [41], where the latter gives an indication of
structure in the local Universe. There are three plausible
explanations for Fig. 1:
(1) This is a manifestation of a breakdown in FLRW at

large redshift in line with persistent disagreement in
the dipoles [23–31].

(2) Local structure along the line of sight could be playing
a role [42], underscoring a need to bettermodel known
superclusters when inferring H0 from strong lensing
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time delay [39,40]. Since the QSOs are deep in
redshift, while the 2MRS catalog in Fig. 1 is more
local, one does not expect any immediate correlation.

(3) This could be a coincidence.
Already the balance may be tipped in favor of option 1,

but here we support the observation further through type Ia
supernovae (SN). Recall that Cooke and Lynden-Bell have
already noted the presence of a small increase in the cosmic
acceleration for the union compilation of type Ia SN [45] in
the direction ð198°;−20°Þ [46]. As emphasized in the
original work [46], the effect is small ð∼1σÞ, but it is
apparent at higher redshifts, z > 0.53, where it could overlap
with any anisotropy traced by QSOs. The main thrust of this
short note is to revisit and reinforce this observation with the
Pantheon dataset [47].

II. ANALYSIS

Before beginning, let us interpret Fig. 1 as a statistical
fluke in order to quantify how often this can happen. To do
so, choose the CMB dipole direction, with right ascension
R and declinationD, ðR;DÞ ¼ ð168°;−7°Þ. For each angle
in Table IV of [7], construct the vector,

v⃗ ¼ ðcosD cosR; cosD sinR; sinDÞ: ð2:1Þ

Next, split the seven lenses into two hemispheres using the
sign of the inner product of the CMB dipole direction
vector with the lens vector. In each hemisphere A and B,
one can identify a weighted average H0 [48], before
identifying the H0 discrepancy:

σ ≔
ðHA

0 −HB
0 Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðδHA
0 Þ2 þ ðδHB

0 Þ2
p : ð2:2Þ

Concretely, we find σ ¼ 1.18 for the real sample. To find
out how representative this number is, we shift all lenses to

their weighted averaged H0 ¼ 73.53� 1.46 km=s=Mpc,
and generate 100,000 copies of the original H0 in a normal
distribution using the H0 error for each lens. Repeating the
steps above, in 12% of the configurations one finds a larger
value of σ, so the probability of a fluke is p ¼ 0.12. This
may seem small compared to σ ¼ 1.18, but note that σ is a
difference in weighted averages and the weighted averages
have further internal freedoms. We have also repeated the
exercise while weighting the H0 values for both errors and
orientation with respect to the CMB dipole, thereby bring-
ing it more into line with later analysis. The difference was
negligible, simply reducing p ¼ 0.12 to p ¼ 0.116.
Next we move to Pantheon type Ia SN, where we take all

corrections for peculiar velocities at face value. The red-
shifts have been corrected for the local-group motion and
are in the CMB rest frame (e.g. they are not heliocentric
redshifts). We refer the readers to [49–53] for previous
studies using SN to test the cosmological principle and
to [54,55] for studies within Pantheon compilation and also
to [56–58] for the impact of peculiar velocities on nearby
SN. In contrast to previous studies [54,55], here we follow
the intuition from Fig. 1 and [46] that the CMB dipole
direction is most relevant. It should be stressed that it is
assumed the CMB dipole is simply due to relative motion,
but an intrinsic dipole cannot yet be ruled out, (see
e.g. [59]). Here, with limited assumptions we will show
that a dipole emerges from the Pantheon dataset, despite the
“sample” apparently being cleaned for peculiar motions
and being in the same rest frame as the CMB. We first focus
on the entire sample, which includes 1048 SN in the
redshift range 0.01 < z ≤ 2.26 [60].
Our analysis is similar to [62], but we focus onH0 rather

than matter density Ωm0, since this is the most precisely
constrained parameter by SN data, even at low redshifts,
and it is the relevant parameter from Fig. 1. We work within
the flat ΛCDMmodel and since H0 and Ωm0 are negatively
correlated, we have confirmed that scans for differences in
Ωm0 produce similar results. As emphasized in [63], H0 is
an integration constant that is universal to all FLRW
cosmologies, whereasΩm0 is a model dependent parameter.
For this reason, we expect trends in H0 to generalize to all
FLRW cosmologies, but obviously the significance will
depend on the number of model parameters.
We divide the sky up into a 31 × 15 grid for R and D in

the ranges 0 ≤ R ≤ 2π and −π=2 ≤ D ≤ π=2. Note, there
is some redundancy in the points at the boundaries ofR and
at the poles [64]. By opting for an odd number of points, we
include the antipodal points on the sky, and as is clear
from (2.1), by flipping the sign of D and shifting
R → R� π one gets the antipodal point. For each point
on the sky, we convert it to a vector v⃗ (2.1) and do the same
for all the SN in the sample v⃗i. Next, we split the SN
according to the sign of the inner product v⃗ · v⃗i. SN with
positive sign are in the hemisphere aligned with v⃗, whereas
those with the negative sign are in the opposite hemisphere.

FIG. 1. H0 values from strongly lensed QSOs alongside the
CMB dipole against a background of 2MRS galaxy counts. These
galaxies are relatively local and the observed anisotropies in
2MRS have to extend to much higher redshifts for them to have a
significant impact on the strong lensing measurements of the
Hubble parameter.
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One then fits the flat ΛCDM model in both hemispheres
and identifies any discrepancy (2.2), before repeating for all
points on the sky. In performing the fitting, we make use of
the full Pantheon covariance matrix [65], i.e. both statistical
and systematic uncertainties. The latter takes the form of a
covariance matrix [47], which we crop accordingly to
restrict to SN in a given hemisphere.
The result of the above exercise is shown in Fig. 2. Note

that we have performed a cubic interpolation between points,
using the python scipy library (scipy.interpolate.griddata) to
improve presentation, but we only quote results for points
wherewe have performed fitting.As is clear from the plot, the
higher values ofH0 (red regions) are in hemispheres aligned
with the CMB dipole. The maximum value of σ ¼ 1.7 is
found at ð216°;−64.3°Þ. Thus, by symmetry, the minimum
value ofσ ¼ −1.7 is at ð36°;þ64.3°). In contrast, in theCMB
dipole direction σ is lower, σ ¼ 0.39. However, it should be
stressed thatH0 is more or less model agnostic within FLRW
cosmologies and is one of the bluntest probes of anisotropy,
since it has no directional dependence. Therefore, the main
take away is the separation of the sky into higher H0 and
lower H0 directions with the CMB dipole direction
corresponding to a region of higher H0. When phrased in
absolute values, ∼1.5σ equates to a ΔH0 ∼ 1 km=s=Mpc
(ΔmB ∼ 0.03 mag) differential at antipodal points on the sky.
This is comparable to the latest SH0ES H0 errors [66].
A number of comments are in order. First, we can view

the most pronounced differences as a departure from
FLRW, admittedly at low statistical significance. We can
compare this intrinsic ∼1.5σ dipole to a kinematic dipole
by boosting the Pantheon redshifts to heliocentric frame
following [67]. We have checked that this produces a
stronger dipole at ∼4.5σ. For smaller kinematic velocities
v0 < 369.82 km=s, we find that the feature is rotated on the
sky and cannot be removed by changing the magnitude of
our relative velocity. Nevertheless, the trend in H0 is
consistent with Fig. 1. Second, the orientation is consistent
with the results of [23–31,68] in the sense that there is an
unexpected dipole even though Pantheon SN are in the
same frame as the CMB. This effect, if physical, can

potentially be traced to the difference in magnitude in the
cosmic dipole reported in [23–31].
The Pantheon sample comprises Low z [69–76] (172

SN), SDSS (335 SN) [77–79], PS1 (279 SN) [80,81],
SNLS (236 SN) [82,83], and HST (26 SN) subsamples
[84–89], with mean redshifts z̄ ¼ 0.03, 0.20, 0.29, 0.64 and
1.27, respectively (see [47], Fig. 10). However, neglecting
the Low z subsample, sky coverage is patchy: SDSS is
exclusively in the hemisphere opposite to the CMB dipole,
whereas PS1 covers 10 directions and SNLS samples 4
directions on the sky (3 of which are common to PS1). We
have checked that only the removal of the Low z subsample
(0.01 < z ≤ 0.07515) drastically affects Fig. 2. In short,
while the other subsamples contribute to Fig. 2, the Low z
sample is central. Intuitively, this may have a simple
explanation in the much better sky coverage. In Fig. 3
we plot the same feature from the Low z sample. Evidently,
high redshift SN enhance the feature. It is worth noting that
any residual dipole in the Low z sample shows consistent
directional dependence with reported anomalous bulk flows
[57,90–92], which have most recently been recovered in
Ref. [93]. Since we are working at low redshift, we have
fixed Ωm0 ¼ 0.3. This restriction makes little difference as
with fixed Ωm0, errors no longer propagate and differences
in H0 between hemispheres are still ΔH0 ∼ 1 km=s=Mpc.
Now comes the interesting question: how likely is Fig. 2

as a statistical fluke? Before addressing this point, note that
an a priori exploration of the CMB dipole direction is well
motivated, since it represents the unique direction of
motion of the local group with respect to the CMB.
Moreover, a number of studies [30,31,46] have reported
anisotropies in matter in directions consistent with the
CMB dipole direction. If there is a dipole in matter that
differs from the CMB dipole, it would be surprising if it
exactly aligned, but close alignment may happen. Here, we
use the CMB dipole direction within our local frame as an
a priori input in order to quantify the statistical significance
of any departure from expected flat ΛCDM behavior.
We essentially repeat the process leading to Fig. 2, but

using a coarser sky grid 11 × 5. Once one accounts for

FIG. 2. Variation in the discrepancy inH0 (σ) across the sky for
the full Pantheon SN dataset. The large black dot denotes the
CMB dipole direction, while the smaller black dots show points
on the sky where we have directly fitted flat ΛCDM prior to
interpolation.

FIG. 3. Variation in the discrepancy inH0 (σ) across the sky for
the Low z subsample (0.01 < z ≤ 0.07515). The large black dot
denotes the CMB dipole direction, while the smaller black dots
show points on the sky where we have directly fitted flat ΛCDM
prior to interpolation.
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boundaries, this leaves 50 independent, evenly spaced
points on the sky. By symmetry, 25 of these points are
in the same hemisphere as the CMB dipole direction. For
each of these 25 points, we identify a σi (2.2), which we
sum, but weighted according to the inner product of that
direction on the sky with the CMB dipole direction, i.e.

σsum ¼
X

i

ðv⃗i · v⃗dipoleÞσi: ð2:3Þ

This projects the 25 σi’s onto the CMB dipole direction, so
that the points on the sky that are more closely aligned
contribute more. The role of the weighted sum is to allow
freedom in any putative matter dipole, while still focusing
on directions close to the CMB dipole.
For the real data, we find σsum ¼ 6.471, which one can

compare to mock realizations of the data. To do so,
we fit the flat ΛCDM model to the original data and extract
best-fit values, H0 ¼ 70.03� 0.35 km=s=Mpc, Ωm0 ¼
0.298� 0.022, and a corresponding 2 × 2 covariancematrix.
Note that throughout we fix the absolute magnitudeM of SN
to a nominal constant value so that H0 ∼ 70 km=s=Mpc for
the overall dataset. Moreover, in fitting flat ΛCDM, we
confirm the best-fit value of matter density from Table 8 of
[47]. This serves as a rudimentary consistency check. From
the covariance matrix, we draw a normal distribution of 2500
ðH0;Ωm0Þ pairs, and for each pair, we generate values of
apparentmagnitudemB using the full covariancematrix of the
Pantheon dataset. For each realization, we repeat the scan
over the sky, identify σi at 25 points, before identifying the
corresponding weighted sum. We find a weighted sum
exceeding the real data value in 162 from 2500 realizations,
thus corresponding to a probability of p ¼ 0.065. The
resulting distribution of σsum is shown in Fig. 4.

III. OUTLOOK

As explained in [7], a resolution to Hubble tension
within a FLRW cosmology requires the introduction of new

early Universe physics. This is currently the front-running
idea. However, it has become apparent that early Universe
resolutions to Hubble tension typically exacerbate other
discrepancies [15–22]. Moreover, it should be stressed that
the introduction of new early Universe physics has only one
real motivation, essentially to bring the baryon acoustic
oscillation (BAO) scale into line with Cepheid-calibrated
SN, with no distinctive prediction. In physics, results lying
on a single motivating observation, and without a predictive
signature, are weak (even when they work).
On the other hand, discrepancies between the CMB

dipole and dipoles attributable to distant sources, namely
radio galaxies [23–30] and QSOs [31], have persisted for
over a decade. These data are mostly at very high redshifts
well beyond the redshifts where peculiar velocities/bulk
flows can matter in FLRW.
The correlation in Fig. 1, originally observed in [7], may

constitute a fluke with probability p ¼ 0.12. Combining this
with the probability we obtained here with Pantheon type Ia
SN [47], using Fisher’s method and noting that the strong
lensing results (Fig. 1) and our present SN results (Fig. 2) are
statistically independent, yields p ¼ 0.046, or alternatively,
1.7σ. The lensed QSO result, while low in statistical
significance, is unlikely to be the result of some local effects,
since the lenses and the QSOs are much deeper in redshift.
Moreover, the consistency of SN and lensed QSO results
with similar results in high redshift probes [94], makes it
considerably less likely that our feature is a statistical fluke.
Certainly, Fig. 2 is unexpected, since the Pantheon SN

compilation has been put in CMB frame by construction, so
any residual variation in H0, especially one in the direction
of the CMB dipole, is striking. While the various sub-
samples of Pantheon contribute to this feature, it is robust to
the removal of all subsamples, except the Low z subsample.
Tellingly, this sample has the best sky coverage. Evidently,
Fig. 2 has other contributions beyond simply the Low z
subsample, but low redshift SN appear to play a key role
(see also [56,95–98]). Finally, it should be stressed that
since we work within flat ΛCDM any approach is minimal
and a “fundamental constant” within the FLRW paradigm,
namely H0, is under the spotlight.
Anisotropy in the Hubble parameter has previously been

reported for the Union II dataset [46]. Even prior to that and
back in 2007 McClure and Dyer reported a statistically
significant local anisotropy in the value of Hubble param-
eter [99]. They used a single dataset from HST key project
and are hence clean of systematics typical of composite
datasets. That the Hubble parameter is locally anisotropic is
not under question: local anisotropy in the Hubble value is
usually absorbed into the peculiar velocities in perturbation
analysis. The question is why such an anisotropy seems to
persist in spite of Pantheon having undergone extensive
cleaning for the local flow. The perhaps more fundamental
question is why such an anisotropy seems to persist to high
redshifts. This is totally unexpected in an FLRW Universe.

FIG. 4. The distribution of the weighted sum across 2500 mock
realizations of the Pantheon dataset. Red dotted lines denote 1σ,
while the black line represents the value for the real data.
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In summary, there are a number of takeaways. Results
from strong lensing data (Fig. 1) and SN data (Fig. 2) are
consistent, thereby providing a concrete prediction for
future H0 probes (e.g. [94]). Second, our SN analysis
(Fig. 2) shows both a low redshift and a high redshift effect,
one which is not easily removed by changing the magnitude
of our velocity with respect to CMB. Finally, ΔH0 ∼
1 km=s=Mpc is already at the level of precision of the
latest SH0ES determination [66], which ultimately means
that we may already be at a requisite precision to take
anisotropic Hubble expansions seriously.
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APPENDIX: ROBUSTNESS OF OBSERVATION

In this section, we provide some plots to show how the
feature in Fig. 2 changes as we remove SN subsamples. We
begin with Fig. 5 where we show the distribution of SN
when decomposed into Low z (172 SN), PS1 (279 SN),
SDSS (335 SN), SNLS (236 SN), and HST SN (26 SN)
subsamples. Understandably, as one moves to higher red-
shift, the sky coverage becomes pretty poor, but once seen,
this is intuitive. The SDSS subsample (blue) is exclusively
in the hemisphere opposite to the CMB dipole. Moreover,
PS1 (green) covers only 10 (isolated) directions on the sky,
while SNLS covers 4 (magenta) directions, of which 3 are
common to PS1. In short, beyond Low z, the sky coverage
is pretty poor. That being said, if the Universe is FLRW, this
makes no difference. Observe also that there are relatively

few SN in the lower hemisphere, whereas we are seeing a
clear signal from that part of the sky in Fig. 2. The
differences we report are between hemispheres, so they
may be driven by SN in the opposite direction.
Next, we have repeated our scan by omitting each

subsample in turn and, as expected, the most pronounced
effect is found when the Low z sample (z≲ 0.075) is
removed. As is clear from Fig. 6, when the Low z sample is
removed, the dipole changes dramatically and one is no
longer tracking the CMB dipole direction. Nevertheless, if
one retains the Low z sample, but removes the SDSS
sample, which is the subsample with the next lowest
effective redshift, one finds the feature in Fig. 7. One
can see that with Low z, but without SDSS, the plot starts to
resemble Fig. 2 in the sense that one is seeing variations in
H0 with greater significance, but still the feature is not so
pronounced, yet evidently more pronounced than when
only considers the Low z sample in Fig. 3. Removing
higher redshift samples beyond SDSS, namely PS1, SNLS
or HST make very little difference, so we omit the plots.
One interpretation of these results is that H0 variations are
mainly coming from Low z sample, but the contributions
from PS1, SDSS, SNLS, and HST reinforce it. Let us stress
that if there is a matter anisotropy aligned with the CMB
dipole direction, then one will need SN samples with better
overlap with these directions (see Fig. 5) to definitively
confirm that higher redshift SN enhance the feature.
Finally, we have performed some additional checks.

Pantheon quotes both CMB redshifts zCMB, some of which
we have checked agree with the earlier JLA sample, but
there are further corrected Hubble diagram redshifts, zHD.

FIG. 5. Location of SN on the sky according to Pantheon
subsample.

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 2 of manuscript but with Low z removed.

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 2 of manuscript but with SDSS removed.
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The difference appears to be whether one corrects for any
peculiar motion of the source SN, or not. These zHD are the
redshifts that recover the cosmological parameters in the
Pantheon paper [47]. We have checked that whether one
uses zCMB or zHD, Fig. 2 in the manuscript is the same.
One can also remove the systematic uncertainties from
Pantheon, but this does not qualitatively change our Fig. 2.
One still finds ∼1.5σ discrepancies in certain directions on
the sky. Nevertheless, boosting from CMB frame (starting
from zCMB) to heliocentric frame following Eq. (7) of
Ref. [67], the significance increases by ∼4.5σ. To see this,
note that we have an intrinsic dipole at ∼1.5σ in Fig 2. of
the draft, while in Fig. 8, the colors are reversed at ∼3σ.
This highlights the difference between the residual feature
we see in Pantheon in CMB frame (by construction) and
a kinematic feature. A kinematic feature is expectedly
stronger. So one of the take away messages of the

manuscript is that despite all the corrections, Pantheon
still has an intrinsic or residual dipole in the direction of the
CMB dipole. This appears consistent with the lenses
presented in Fig. 1.
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